RATHOD GROUP
Rathod Group established in mid-1950, was mainly into micro financing, gradually
forayed and diversified in textiles and fashion industry. Starting from sourcing fabrics
from bhilwara, Rathod group is vertically integrated and diversified into retail space,
Channel Distribution, ecommerce, micro financing and automobiles.

INTRODUCTION
Every company has a story to tell, a story that will not only engage, involve, delight &
impact their audience but also deliver measurable business goals. The vision to become
a world class and integrated textile house gave rise to a dream. Our utmost passion in
textiles gave an impetus to follow our dreams.
Infitex deals in corporate sourcing and channel distribution and is also a contract
manufacturer of linens. At Infitex, we are constantly committed towards technology
driven modern enterprising. The core of Infitex lies in its strong value system.
Comprising of integrity, quality, passion and excellence.
At infitex, we have a stubborn vision, with a flexible execution.

CORPORATE SOURCING
Corporate sourcing refers to a system where OUR TEAM coordinates the procurement
and distribution of fabric across all categories from our large pool of partner mills for
OUR CUSTOMERS. The two main categories carried out under corporate sourcing are as
follows1. Contract Manufacturing
2. Cross Border Commerce

- CONTRACT MANUFACTURING
We provide end-to-end customized solution to customers from CAD designing to
sourcing of yarn, dying, weaving, processing and timely dispatches. Our product
catalogue is extensively wide covering all verticles across cotton and linen.
We have a pool of finest designers, manufacturers providing world class services. Our in
house specialist assists our customers in product development, production
management, and customized delivery solutions.

HOW WE DO?
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

DESIGNING

APPROVAL

YARN

FINISHING

DYING

WEAVING

OUR PARTNER MILLS:

Siyaram’s

Tessituramonti

Luthai

- CROSS BORDER COMMERCE
If a customer wishes to import directly from one of our associate mills overseas, our
team at Infitex provides complete co-ordination, with two way communication and
follow up from order to delivery.
From innovative designs to sourcing, we work hard to provide end-to-end services for
your business needs.
HOW WE DO?
1. AGENTS:
At Infitex we act as an agent to import fabrics from our partner mills around the
world.
2. CUSTOMIZE:
We aid our customers in customizing their orders with no minimal order.
3. STOCKIEST:
We have a large selection of fabrics available onsite for smaller or urgent
requirements.
4. TOTAL PACKAGE:
We provide total solution from product development to custom clearance and
deliveries.

OUR PARTNER MILLS

Corsini

Monti

Idogi

OUR PRODUCTS
We specialize in Cottons as well as Linen:
-

LINEN
i. Linen is no ordinary fabric. It is a perfectionist's material. A textile of
rare longevity, unrivalled texture and exceptional comfort. Every
yard of Linen fabric we deliver is so much more than a yard of
mundane cloth: It’s what winners wear.
ii. Our product development team specializes in churning linen yarn
across various blends and in different counts.
iii. We do linens starting from 40X40 lea upto 100X100 Lea in whites
and 40x40 lea and 60X60 lea in dyed and in all weaves like plains,
mocklino, dobby’s. We also do linen cottons across all
combinations.

-

COTTON
i. Cotton is the oldest known natural fibre. It can be woven or knitted
into various fabrics used on mundane basis. Because cotton is a
natural product and because of the way it is designed and
manufactured into clothing, it has many advantages, such as its
ability to control moisture, insulate, provide comfort and it is also
hypoallergenic and is a durable fabric.
ii. At infitex, we specialize in Giza cotton across all counts and finishes
and in all weaves like plains, dobby’s. We are experts in 2ply and
make various qualities like 2X80s, 2X120s, 2X140s.

OVER THE COUNTER (OTC)
Infitex is well integrated and has a very efficient supply to distribution chain. We have
two brands which serves the otc markets.

OUR BRANDS

MIRO

Miro - brings you an exquisite range of Italian fashion blended in pure Giza, perfect
amalgam of traditional and modern trends making it the right choice for gentlemen’s
wardrobe. Miro weaves novelty to every design by connoisseurs with the finest fabrics.
Miro stands as synonym to premium and exclusive Italian fashion for men.

REGALIA
Regalia - The resemble of royalty brings pure European linen collection. It weaves
novelty to every design and nurtures quality. A synonym to exclusive menswear, regalia
is a perfect blend to traditional and modern trends making it a right choice for
gentlemen’s wardrobe.

